
Getting started 
with Pink Sheets
The step-by-step guide for thought leaders

This booklet will guide you through the process of creating your first five or ten pink sheets. It 
assumes that you’re starting with “an idea”. Examples of things your idea might be like:

• The best way to structure a sales team

• The key to fulfillment in the workplace

• How to improve my direct reports’ productivity

• How to generate buy-in for my sports team

Throughout this booklet, we’re going to apply the process to the last example – How to generate 
buy-in for my sports team – to give you a sense of how it works. (Thanks to Mish Phillips whose 
model we are featuring).

You can do your work here in the booklet, in a separate notepad/Moleskine, or on sheets of 
loose paper. In this early ideation phase most people are much more productive with pen and 
paper than a computer. We’ll switch to a computer towards the end of the process.
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1. List your 3–9 “folders” of expertise

These are the domains of thought in which you have some knowledge and insight to share.

E X A M P L E

Performance

Collaboration

Management

Leadership

Communication

2. Describe your idea in one sentence

E X A M P L E

How to generate buy‑in 
for my sports team

Now go back and circle the Folder in the 
list above that this idea fits into.

  
     Collaboration

3. Describe your idea in a single big word

What’s it really about?

E X A M P L E

Buy‑in

CONCEPT



4. Generate ten declarative statements about your idea

These statements should be short, sharp, and to the point. If a bunch of statements 
immediately come to mind, write them down. If you’re searching for inspiration, try these 
tactics:

• Write your idea as though it were a book title and strapline (eg; “Buy-in. How to build a team 
around a common goal”).

• Search for quotes on the topic to stimulate your thinking (eg, google “Quotes about team 
building”)

• Read the classic and the contemporary book on the topic, and note down each of your 
thoughts. In particular, when you read something that makes you think, note it down and 
follow it with either “yes, and…”, or “yes, but…”. Contribute further to the existing knowledge, 
or contradict it with your own insight.

E X A M P L E

Teams need buy‑in to 
function at the elite level

Each player needs individual 
reward to contribute to the team

Great teams trust their coaches

Great teams trust each other

Teams need a goal to buy 
into in order to succeed

Teams without a goal 
don’t train hard

Team buy‑in takes time to develop

Players and coaches all need 
to be ‘on the same page’ to 
generate a great environment

Enthusiasm breeds success

Disillusionment breeds failure



5. Write down the “big words” that relate to your idea

You might see them in your declarative statements, and they might float to your consciousness 
separately. Write them all down. If you’re struggling to populate a list, try describing your idea 
to a friend or colleague. In particular, tell them “what it’s really all about”, and have them note 
down all the key words that come out of your mouth.

E X A M P L E

Buy–in

Team

Elite

Performance

Rewards

Contribution

Trust

Player

Coach

Goal

Purpose

Success

Training

Commitment

Cohesion

Environment

Enthusiasm



Now, try grouping your words into logical sets. Examples of types of sets:

• Nouns, adjectives, verbs.

• People, places, things.

• Inputs, processes, outcomes.

• Positive, neutral, negative.

Not all sets have three types, but three is often good.

E X A M P L E

Buy–in Stands alone as big 
idea / key outcome

Player
Coach
Team

Types of people

Commitment
Cohesion
Enthusiasm
Contribution

Types of feelings 
/ inputs

Purpose / Goal
Trust
Training
Environment

Shared traits

Elite / Performance
Success
Rewards / Goals

Outcomes



6. Choose a type of model

For simplicity, let’s pick one of the following three common model types.

• Ladder: to show an evolution of something (from ‘worst’ at the bottom to ‘best’ at the top).

• Venn: to show what elements contribute to a successful whole

• Quadrant: to compare the outcomes of different strategies

Now, sift through your list of words and look for ways they might work on your chosen model 
type. The groups you’ve created might help you. For example if you have three in a group 
called “inputs”, they might be good to use in a three-circle venn model. If you have pairs of 
opposites, they might be the labels on the axes of your quadrant model. If you have a group of 
five “outcomes”, they might be the five main steps on a ladder model. Maybe you have a few 
different groups (eg “working styles”, “key traits” and “outcomes”) and they may be the column 
headings on your ladder model.

The best way to create models is to let the idea talk back to you, rather than trying to ‘force it’. 
If something seems off, ask yourself why. If the model has a gap or a blank, ask what should 
fill it. Don’t be too concerned with things being ‘right’ the first time. Experimentation is much 
more likely to generate a good result in the long term. Use loose sheets of paper and be happy 
to bin them.

E X A M P L E

Try the three types of people in the model. This feels 
good, but nothing ‘pops out’ at me. Will keep trying 
things.

Trying three things a player needs to succeed. Now I 
notice something… Each player needs: 
Trust – in the coach 
Satisfaction – for themselves 
Purpose – shared with the team

Satisfaction is close, but doesn’t feel right. It’s not as 
‘fundamental’ as Trust and Purpose. Therefore replace 
with Reward. Also, Purpose is the “highest” word here 
so will flip the model around…

This is feeling good! Now add the intersections…

Yes! Happy with the model.
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TEAM
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7. Start building a Pink Sheet

Now that we have the model that’s going to “father” this chunk of IP, it’s time to build our first 
complete pink sheet. You can either print out a pink sheet template and work by hand, or you 
might prefer to work in Word or Powerpoint, or some other application.

First, put the model in the top left hand corner of the pink sheet. 

Now choose one of your declarative statements which relates to something in the model.

As you write your statement into the pink sheet, remember that we’re trying to make it as 
memorable as possible. If you feel like it’s a bit ‘rambling’ or ‘wordy’ sharpen it up. Imagine it’s 
a billboard or a book cover and you can only use nine words, for example.

You can also try writing your phrase in different styles. Try writing a left-brain, analytical 
version, and a right-brain, creative version. Try writing a formal version, and a casual version.
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8. Think of a metaphor (or analogy) for your concept

What is it like?

9. Add stories which support your point

Now that you’ve nailed the context, it’s time to back up your point with details. What are the 
stories that support your point? You don’t have to write them out entirely, just a note to remind 
you is enough. What creative exercises could you use to help reinforce the learnings?
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10. Add data which supports your point

Studies. What data do you have access to that supports your point? Case studies, reference 
journals, statistics, etc. Again, you don’t need to include everything, just a note to remind you 
or a link to the data is enough. What step-by-step processes could people follow to implement 
this idea?

11. Build more pink sheets

Grab another pink sheet, and write/paste the same model into the top left hand corner. Now 
pick another of your declarative statements, or think up a new one based on what you know 
about the model. Keep repeating the process until you’ve exhausted all your ideas that flow 
from that one model.

By the end, you’ll have 5–50 pink sheets in front of you. More importantly, you’ll have a depth 
and clarity of thinking unlike anything most people will ever achieve. You’ll be well on the way 
to creating your own true thought leadership.
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